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[1] Hydrologic transport and retention strongly affect biogeochemical processes that are
critical to stream ecosystems. Tracer injection studies are often used to characterize solute
transport and retention in stream reaches, but the range of processes accurately resolved
with this approach is not clear. Solute residence time distributions depend on both
in-stream mixing and exchange with the hyporheic zone and the larger groundwater
system. Observed in-stream breakthrough curves have most commonly been modeled with
in-stream advection-dispersion plus an exponential residence time distribution, but
process-based models suggest that hyporheic exchange is a fractal process, and that
hyporheic residence time distributions are more appropriately characterized by power
law tailing. We synthesized results from a variety of tracer-injection studies to investigate
the information content of tracer breakthrough curves. We found that breakthrough
curve tails are often not well characterized in stream tracer experiments. The two main
reasons for this are: 1) experimental truncation of breakthrough curves, which occurs when
sampling ends before all tracer mass reaches the sampling location, and 2) sensitivity
truncation of breakthrough curves, when tracer concentrations in the tail are too low to
be detected reliably above background levels. Tail truncation reduces observed mass
recovery and obscures assessment of breakthrough curve tailing and solute residence time.
Failure to consider tail truncation leads to underestimation of hyporheic exchange and
solute retention and to corresponding overestimation of hyporheic biogeochemical
transformation rates. Based on these findings, we propose criteria for improved design of
in-stream tracer injection experiments to improve assessment of solute tailing behavior.
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1. Introduction

[2] Stream tracer-injection studies are often used to esti-
mate solute transport and retention in streams. Regions that
slow downstream transport, such as surficial pools or dead
zones, and the subsurface hyporheic zone are important to
stream biogeochemical processing [Peterson et al., 2001;
Haggerty et al., 2002; Battin et al., 2008; Alexander et al.,

2009]. Substantial stream metabolic activity and nutrient
transformation occurs in stream sediments, where solute
residence times are increased and microbial biomass occurs
in the form of biofilms [Triska et al., 1989; Argerich et al.,
2008]. The strong control of solute residence times in the
hyporheic zone on biogeochemical processing rates, specif-
ically net nitrification and denitrification, has been demon-
strated with direct measurements [Zarnetske et al., 2011].
However, since most studies do not directly measure solute
concentration in storage areas, the residence time of solutes
is deduced from main-channel (i.e., thalweg) sampling.
Typically, tracers are injected at an upstream location and
observed to propagate past one or more downstream sampling
locations [Harvey and Wagner, 2000]. The concentration-
time history of tracer observed at a sampling site downstream
is known as the breakthrough curve, and can be fit with a
transport model to estimate stream transport parameters such
as advection, dispersion, and transient storage [Fischer et al.,
1979; Stream Solute Workshop, 1990]. The rising limb and
peak or plateau portions of the breakthrough curve represent
quicker solute transport paths and the tailing limb indicates
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solute transferred into slower transport paths including sur-
face and hyporheic storage zones.
[3] In streams with limited storage areas, such as only

surface water storage [Gooseff et al., 2005], a model assuming
in-stream advection-dispersion with an exponential resi-
dence time distribution of solute in one or more fixed storage
areas may be appropriate [Bencala and Walters, 1983; Choi
et al., 2000]. Alternatively, when a breakthrough curve is
highly skewed, indicating a wide range of storage times
along the stream reach, model fits are improved by assuming
a power law residence time distribution of solute in storage
[Haggerty et al., 2002, Schumer et al., 2003, Gooseff et al.,
2005]. In fact, recent experiments and models show that
hyporheic or significant interfacial exchange induced by
geomorphological features exhibits fractal behavior, leading
to a power law residence time distribution of solutes in
storage [Haggerty et al., 2000; Cardenas, 2008]. Model
choice can alter estimation and interpretation of stream
transport properties. For example, if a solute breakthrough
curve with a long tail is fit with an advection-dispersion
equation with an exponential residence time distribution
(e.g., OTIS) then the estimated hydrologic parameters will
not accurately characterize all timescales of transport within
storage zones. Models developed to allow for a wider range
of residence times include continuous time random walk
(CTRW), multirate mass transfer (MRMT), and solute
transport in rivers (STIR) models [Cortis and Berkowitz,
2005; Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995; Marion et al., 2008].
[4] We compared tracer-injection studies across stream

systems in order to improve understanding of solute trans-
port and retention characteristics based on tailing behavior.
We found that the majority of breakthrough curve tails were
truncated, suggesting that commonly used tracer-injection
methods often do not yield sufficient information to accu-
rately characterize solute retention in stream reaches. We
present a combination of experimental and theoretical results
to demonstrate sources of error commonly encountered in
tracer breakthrough curves, and determine the conditions
that must be met for long-term solute storage to be accu-
rately characterized. Based on these findings we recommend
improved design of tracer injection studies to better charac-
terize hyporheic exchange.

2. Synthesis of In-Stream Injection Results

[5] We synthesized the results of 162 tracer-injections per-
formed in 87 streams. The summary data of the 633 break-
through curves resulting from the tracer injections presented
here are included in the auxiliary materials.1 The extent of the
measured breakthrough curve tail can be taken as the ratio
between the time elapsed after cessation of tracer input until
the last sampling time (tMAX-tPLATEAU) and the characteristic
in-stream travel time (tC), taken as the time to peak for a pulse
injection and time to half the maximum concentration for a
continuous injection. For a pulse injection tPLATEAU is zero.
This ratio will be referred to as the truncation time (tT), where
tT = (tMAX - tPLATEAU)/tC. This calculation for both a pulse
and continuous injection is shown in Figures 1a and 1b. The
distribution of truncation times for each tracer-injection study

is reported in Figure 1c. Only 39 studies characterized long-
term breakthrough curve tailing behavior, operationally
defined as having a tail truncation time (tT) greater than 20.
[6] Other criteria used to assess the quality of the break-

through curve for the data sets with minimal truncation were
richness of data in the tail (i.e., density of data at long time-
scales) and the dynamic range of tracer data, defined as the
ratio between the maximum and minimum tracer concen-
tration measured in-stream for each experiment as shown in
Figure 1a and 1b. The larger the dynamic range, the greater
the ability to measure tracer at longer time-scales in the tail
of the breakthrough curve where the in-stream concentra-
tions approach background levels. The dynamic ranges of
the studies with long-term breakthrough curve tailing varied
from 1.10e0 to 2.91e7. Dynamic range is dependent on tracer
type, analytical methods, and the background concentration
and variability of the tracer. The data sets we reviewed
included a variety of tracer types including fluorescent dyes
(mainly Rhodamine WT), ionic salts (mainly chloride) and
radioisotopes (tritium). Tritium and fluorescent dyes have
low backgrounds in freshwater streams, which lead to large
dynamic ranges (Table 1). However, background chloride
concentrations vary greatly, between 34 and 888 mS/cm for
the studies within this review.
[7] Breakthrough curve truncation limits the range of

solute retention timescales that can be characterized and
makes it difficult to determine the form of the storage resi-
dence time distribution. From the synthesis of the experi-
mental observations, we identified two main reasons for
truncation of data. One cause of truncation was cessation of
sampling before tracer concentrations returned to back-
ground levels and we term this experimental truncation. 94%
of the 633 breakthrough curves analyzed exhibited experi-
mental truncation. The second cause was a lack of sensitivity
of the tracer measurements relative to the background con-
centration. In this case, while in-stream sampling might have
extended for a long time, tracer could not be distinguished
from background levels in late-time samples on the break-
through curve tail. We term this sensitivity truncation.
In cases of severe sensitivity truncation, there is not enough
difference between the tracer concentration and background
concentration to observe a tail. The sensitivity limit can
result from analytical errors associated with the measure-
ment technique or to temporal variability in the background
tracer concentration. Many studies showed both experi-
mental and sensitivity truncation. 92% of the experiments
with long sampling times were truncated due to sensitivity
limitations. In these cases, extended sampling did not
increase characterization of the tail owing to the lack of
measurement sensitivity. The truncation time (tT) shown
in Figure 1 is the experimental truncation based on the
sampling cut-off time, but in many cases sensitivity limits
further truncated the data.
[8] When either experimental or sensitivity truncation

occurs, some amount of tracer mass is not measured in the
breakthrough curve tail. Lack of adequate characterization of
breakthrough curve tails may prevent accurate assessment of
solute exchange, retention, and residence times. Inaccurate
assessment of solute residence times can cause overestimation
of biogeochemical reaction rates. The mass not measured in
the tail of the breakthrough curve is also normally assumed to
have been consumed by reactions, which leads to further

1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2012JG002019.
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overestimation of reaction rates. We used a combination of
experimental results and theoretical analysis to demonstrate
the effects of truncation. First we used a breakthrough curve
with good characterization of tailing behavior to demonstrate
the effects of data truncation. We then used theoretical
examples to show the errors that result from truncation of an
exactly known solution.

3. Results

3.1. Analysis of In-Stream Injections Showing
Long-Term Tailing
[9] In order to investigate the effects of experimental

truncation on interpretation of solute storage, we artificially
truncated an experimental breakthrough curve with long
tailing (tT = 180.7) generated from a Rhodamine WT pulse
injection [Haggerty et al., 2002; Gooseff et al., 2003]. First,
we demonstrate the effects of truncation on residence time
estimates using moment methods [McGuire and McDonnell,
2006; Luo et al., 2006]. The 0th moment represents the mass
recovery of tracer in the stream. The first moment (mean) is
usually taken as the mean arrival time of solute to the
sampling station. The first and second moments are used to
calculate the variance that is usually attributed to in-stream

dispersion. The experimental breakthrough curve shown in
Figure 2a shows variation in tracer background concentra-
tions prior to the propagation of the injection pulse at the
sampling station. Following the injection, there is a well-
defined peak followed by a power law decay to background
values. Although there is an experimental truncation time
tT = 180.7, the tracer concentration becomes statistically
indistinguishable with background at approximately tT = 50.
Thus, tT = 50 is the sensitivity truncation time for this data
set. In order to illustrate the effects of truncation, we trun-
cated the breakthrough curve at tT = 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 39, 55,
80 and 89, indicated by red boxes in Figure 2a. As shown in
Figure 2b, when truncation time increased from tT = 2 to
tT = 55, the mean arrival time increased from 0.82 to
1.28 h (h) and the variance increased from 0.03 to 4.0 h2 (h2).
The change in variance is directly related to the in-stream
dispersion coefficient, and errors in the estimate of in-stream
dispersion will affect the estimate of all other transport
parameters. The moments of the data showed scale depen-
dence with sampling time: all the moments of the data
increased with increasing tT and only reached asymptotic
values when the tracer concentrations in the breakthrough
curve returned to background values. Thus, truncation will

Figure 1. Definition of truncation time (tT) and dynamic range for a breakthrough curve generated from
(a) a pulse or (b) a continuous tracer-injection and (c) distribution of tail truncation times (tTs) for the
633 experimental breakthrough curves analyzed. The characteristic in-stream travel time (tC) is the time to
peak for a pulse injection and time to half the maximum concentration (CMAX/2) for a continuous injection.
The last sampling time (tMAX) and the tPLATEAU (zero for a pulse injection) are used to calculate the
truncation time (tT), where tT = (tMAX ! tPLATEAU)/tC.
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often cause underestimation of the mean travel time, disper-
sion coefficient, and solute storage time.
[10] Extended multiscale surface-subsurface exchange

often produces power law tails in breakthrough curves
[Cardenas, 2007; Wörman and Wachniew, 2007]. In this
case, power law decay of a late-time breakthrough curve
reflects power law residence times in storage zones. Smaller
power law slope or increased tailing reflects storage over a
wider range of timescales. We used a continuous time
random walk (CTRW) model to fit breakthrough curve data
and to analyze the effects of truncation on these slopes.
CTRW provides a stochastic description of motion as a
sequence of jumps with random length and random duration
between initiation of jumps, which allows for general rep-
resentation of in-stream transport and exchange with storage
zones [Berkowitz et al., 2006; Schumer et al., 2003, 2009].
The governing equation for solute transport in streams is
[Boano et al., 2007]:

∂C x; tð Þ
∂t

¼
Z t

0
M t ! t′ð Þ !Uy

∂C x; t′ð Þ
∂x

þ Ky
∂2C x; t′ð Þ

∂x2

! "
dt′ ð1Þ

where C is in-stream solute concentration, t is the elapsed
time, and Uy and Ky are the velocity and dispersion
coefficients calculated from the moments of the jump length
probability density function. This formulation is analogous
to the advection-dispersion equation plus a convolution
integral with a memory function, M(t), that depends on the
exchange flux (L) and storage residence time distribution
(8(t)). At any time the memory function represents the mass
of solute that has entered a storage area at time t and is still
in storage at a later time (t + dt). Multiple storage zones can
be represented by associated exchange flux terms (L(i)) and
storage residence time distributions (8i), where i represents
each storage zone. We take i = 1 as surface storage and i = 2
as hyporheic storage. Thus, solute storage in both the sur-
face and hyporheic is incorporated into equation (1) through
the memory function, M(t). We fit the model to the exper-
imentally observed breakthrough curve using a modified
form of the CTRW toolbox, implemented in MATLAB
[Cortis and Berkowitz, 2005]. (For further details, see S. H.
Stonedahl et al., Physical controls and predictability of
stream hyporheic flow evaluated with a multiscale model,
submitted to Water Resources Research, 2012.) Since the
data clearly demonstrates power law tailing, we used a
power law hyporheic storage residence time distribution
((82),, and analyzed the slope of the power law tail as a
representation of hyporheic storage characterization. The
optimal fit for this data was to not include surface storage
by setting the exchange flux of solute into surface storage to
zero (L(1) = 0). Although we used the CTRW model
framework here, other similar models such as the multirate
mass transfer model (MRMT) or solute transport in rivers
model (STIR) would yield essentially equivalent results
[Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995; Marion et al., 2008].
[11] As the tail was truncated from tT = 55 to tT = 2, the

tail slope increased from 1.34 to 1.74, with an asymptote to
the minimum slope value around tT = 20. As the slope
increases, the model attributes less solute storage to the
hyporheic region. At a truncation time of 20, the model was
able to appropriately characterize solute transport in the
stream, as shown by the asymptotic power law slopeT
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(Figure 2c). We demonstrated the error associated with
truncation by computing the residual sum of squares (RSS)
error between the truncated and full data set model output
concentration value at tT = 55 as the tail was truncated. The
RSS error increased from 0 to 5.22e!14 as the tail was
truncated from tT = 55 to tT = 2 (Figure 2d). The samples
collected at later times extend the tail of the breakthrough
curve, provide more accurate characterization of break-
through curve tailing, and better constrain solute transport
and storage metrics. At tT < 20, the storage parameters and
solute residence time in the stream were both under-
estimated. It is important to note that we did not need to
extend the tail until background concentrations were reached
in order to distinguish the form of the residence time distri-
bution (i.e., power law in this case) and get a good estimate
of the asymptotic tail slope.
[12] In many cases the appropriate model and associated

residence time distribution must be chosen based on limited
data (i.e., truncated tail). As storage and exchange processes
are inferred from fitting, it is problematic if alternative resi-
dence time distributions (exponential, power law tailing,
etc.) cannot be adequately vetted to determine optimal model
fits to the data. To demonstrate, we fit two different forms of
residence time distributions to an experimentally truncated
breakthrough curve (tT = 5.8) obtained from a tritium tracer
injection [Johansson et al., 2001] (Figure 3). We fit the data
with the following three cases using the CTRW model: one
exponential storage zone residence time distribution, two
exponential storage zone residence time distributions, and

one exponential and one power law storage zone residence
time distribution. In each case, the first storage zone residence
time distribution is attributed to retention in the surface, while
the second represents solute transport and retention in the
hyporheic zone. The stream length (L) and injection duration

Figure 2. The effects of tail truncation on solute residence time for an experimental breakthrough curve
[Haggerty et al., 2002, Gooseff et al., 2003]. (a) The breakthrough curve was truncated at times tT = 2
to tT = 89. (b) Mean arrival time (first moment) and variance for each truncation time. (c) Power law
slope of breakthrough curve tail and (d) residual sum of squares (RSS) between the truncated and full
data set concentration values at tT = 89 for each truncation time.

Figure 3. Experimental observations of a tritium break-
through curve [Johansson et al., 2001] with tT = 5.8 fit to
exponential (one storage zone), exponential (two storage
zones) and exponential/power law (two storage zones) resi-
dence time distributions. The system was simulated using
L = 2100 m and an injection duration of 316 min. The opti-
mized velocity, dispersion, and storage parameters are
shown in Table 2.
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were held constant, while the velocity (u), dispersion (D),
flux into (L1 and L2) and residence time distribution within
(81 and 82) each storage area was selected to minimize the
RSS between the data and CTRW model. For all cases L =
2100 m, and the injection duration was 316 min as specified
by [Johansson et al., 2001]. The optimized storage param-
eters and RSS for each model fit are shown in Table 2.
The RSS for the single exponential storage model, 27.7,
was much larger than the double exponential storage and
exponential/power law storage models, which had RSSs of
12.1 and 11.9 respectively. At a truncation of tT = 5.8 the
double exponential and exponential/power law storage
models, showed similar RSS values, but based on the exper-
imental case with long tailing behavior previously reviewed,
the slope of the power law is not expected to asymptote until a
truncation time of tT ≈ = 20. Therefore, the RSSs between the
double exponential and exponential/power law models is
expected to increase as the tail is extended and the power law
slope decreases to the asymptotic value. Conversely, the RSSs
for the double exponential and exponential/power law models
are expected to be closer and the fits will become indistin-
guishable when the tail is highly truncated. The flux into both
the first and second storage zones is greater for the expo-
nential/power law model compared to the double exponential
model (Table 2). The double exponential model attributes
more retention to surface storage, while the exponential/
power law model has similar flux into both the in-stream and
hyporheic storage zones. Therefore, the alternative models
yield greatly different estimates of solute flux and mean res-
idence time in storage (Table 2).
[13] The Johansson et al. experiment also had supporting

observations of tracer concentrations in the bed for 100 h
past the injection [Wörman et al., 2002]. Figure 4 shows
power law and exponential fits to the observed subsurface
tritium concentration averaged over depths of 8.5 to 17 cm.
The subsurface tracer concentrations are best fit using a
power law residence time distribution with a power law
slope of 0.98. Further, the asymptotic value of the power law
slope of the subsurface residence time distribution is equal to
the power law slope of the in-stream breakthrough curve
minus 1 [Schumer et al., 2003]. This demonstrates that the
proper forms of both the residence time distribution and
breakthrough curve in this stream are power laws even
though the power law could not be uniquely determined
from the best fit of the observed (highly truncated) in-stream
breakthrough curve. More generally, transport and storage
will not be characterized well from in-stream data that is
highly truncated by limited sampling time or poor resolution
of the breakthrough curve tail (i.e., experimental or sensi-
tivity truncation). For the Johansson et al. data set considered
here, the choice of residence time distribution form strongly
influenced the results obtained when fitting the breakthrough

curve and changed the interpretation of the system behavior.
In order to contain enough information to infer hyporheic
exchange, the surface breakthrough curve must be extended
to clearly allow fitting of the hyporheic signal or be supported
by direct subsurface observations.

3.2. Analysis of a Theoretical Case
[14] We used the CTRW model to generate commonly

observed forms of tracer breakthrough curves to analyze the
effects of truncation without the noise and background
variability inherent in experimental data (Figure 5). Break-
through curves for a double exponential residence time dis-
tribution and two different exponential/power law residence
time distributions are shown in Figure 5a. The power law
cases have different power law slopes representing hypor-
heic storage, but the same exponential residence time dis-
tributions representing surface storage. The mean in-stream
velocity and dispersion coefficient were kept constant at
0.104 m s!1 and 0.45 m s!2. The breakthrough curve with
two exponential storage areas was generated with fluxes
L1 = 3e!6, L2 = 1e!6 and storage residence time distribu-
tions 81 = exp ! 1

4000t, 82 = exp ! 1
3e4t. The breakthrough

curves with exponential/power law residence time distribu-
tions had an exponential surface storage with L1 = 5e!5,
81 = exp ! 1

500t and power law hyporheic storage with
81 = exp ! 1

500t, L2 = 5e!5 and 82 = t!1.5 or t!1.33. A break-
through curve with the same in-stream velocity and dispersion
coefficient, but no storage is also shown for comparison. The
asymptotic power law slopes (1.5 and 1.33) were chosen to

Table 2. Continuous Time Random Walk Model Storage Parameters and Least-Square Fit of Error for the Three Alternative Model Fits
Shown in Figure 4

RSS
Velocity (u)
[m s!1]

Dispersion (D)
[m s!2]

Flux-1 (L1)
[s!1]

Residence Time-1 (F1)
[s]

Flux-2 (L2)
[s!1]

Residence Time-2 (F2)
[s]

Single exponential storage 27.7 4.98e!5 9.14e!8 3.32e!6 exp ! 1
4954t N/A N/A

Double exponential storage 12.1 4.94e!5 9.44e!8 2.96e!6 exp ! 1
3966t 1.02e!6 exp ! 1

507t
Exponential and power law storage 11.9 4.95e!5 9.15e!8 4.97e!5 exp ! 1

507t 4.83e!5 t!1.35

Figure 4. Tritium concentrations observed following
in-stream tracer injection in the streambed averaged over
sediment depths of 8.5 to 17 cm [Johansson et al., 2001]
with a power law (y = 1429.3 & !0.98, R2 = 0.96) and expo-
nential (y = 136.24e!0.008x, R2 = 0.73) fit.
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demonstrate the differences in breakthrough curve behavior
evenwith a slight variation in slope values and are similar to the
slopes of the experimental breakthrough curve examples pre-
viously presented. Theoretical analysis of solute injections
through varying geomorphic features produced power law
slopes between 1.6 and 1.9 [Cardenas, 2008]. Each break-
through curve was truncated following the same procedure as
the experimental data (Figure 2a) and the moments were cal-
culated at various truncation times ranging from tT = 2 to
tT = 80 (Figure 5b and 5c). The moments varied greatly
depending on the storage residence time distribution used to
generate the breakthrough curve. The breakthrough curve
resulting from the exponential distribution showed no varia-
tion in the moments as the tail was extended because this
distribution does not incorporate long-time solute retention.
This case yielded a mean arrival time of 5.7 h and a variance of
3.1 h2 at tT = 80. The moments of breakthrough curves gen-
erated with power law residence time distributions were much
greater. Both power law distributions demonstrated scale-
dependency in both mean arrival time and variance: the
moments continued to increase as the tail was extended and
did not reach an asymptotic final value. For the breakthrough
curve with power law slope 1.33 the mean arrival time and
variance increased from 5.9 h and 1.7 h2 at tT = 4 to 7.2 h and
257.4 h2 at tT = 80. This is a different result than obtained
with the experimental breakthrough curve where the moments
reached an asymptote when there was sensitivity truncation

associated with reaching the noise level associated with vari-
ability in background tracer concentrations. As expected, we
observed that increasing the power law slope of the break-
through curve from 1.33 to 1.5 decreased the moments,
indicating less solute retention. At a tail truncation time of 80,
the first moments were 7.2 h and 5.9 h for power law slopes
of 1.33 and 1.5, respectively. This demonstrates that it is
important to obtain good estimates of asymptotic break-
through curve power law slopes in order to appropriately
estimate hyporheic solute residence times. Although the
moments of the power law distributions continued to increase
as the tail was extended, the power law slope converged to an
asymptotic value at tT ≈ = 20 (Figure 5d). This indicates that
sufficient stream characterization can be achieved in a trun-
cation timeframe of tT = 20. As demonstrated with both
experimental and theoretical results, the moments of the data
do not provide good estimates of actual transport behavior
when truncation occurs. This is because the classical moment
methods require the full distribution of data, i.e., until the
in-stream solute concentration returns to background level.
The moments can be more accurately estimated when trun-
cation is explicitly considered [Luo et al., 2006]. However,
the proper form of the storage residence time distribution
must be chosen to successfully employ the method, and
therefore enough data must be obtained to identify the proper
residence time distribution. Breakthrough curves with power
law tailing reflect hyporheic residence times that are power-

Figure 5. (a) Simulated breakthrough curves of solute breakthrough curves based on exponential and
power law (PL) residence time distributions. (b, c, d) Moments and power law slopes calculated for break-
through curves truncated at varying times (tT = 2 to tT = 80). The parameters used were u = 0.104 m s!1,
D = 0.45 m s!2, L2 = 5e!5 and 82 = exp ! 1

5000t for exponential, and L1 = 5e!5, 81 = exp ! 1
500t, L2 = 5e!5

and 82 = t ! 1.5 or t = !1.33 for power law. The ADE simulation does not incorporate any storage.
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law-distributed with infinite mean [Haggerty et al., 2000].
This implies that some solute is permanently immobilized
from the river, for example, in subsurface stagnation zones
[Cardenas, 2008]. Since solute continues to enter the sub-
surface from the river, and a portion of that solute will not
return to the river during the measurement period, in-stream
breakthrough curves will continue to lose mass over time
[Schumer, 2003].
[15] In order to demonstrate sensitivity truncation, we

generated a breakthrough curve with a power law residence
time distribution (u = 0.104 m s!1, D = 0.45 m s!2,L1 = 5e!5

and 81 = exp ! 1
500t, L2 = 5e!5 and 82 = t! 1.33). In order to

demonstrate how noise affects tracer breakthrough curve
results we added a random noise with a mean of zero and
standard deviation of 1e!3.5 to each normalized model
concentration output (C/CMAX) (Figure 6). As the tracer
concentration decreased in the tail of the breakthrough curve,
the signal-to-noise ratio decreased until the tracer signal
could not be reliably distinguished from background. This
caused sensitivity truncation at tT = 2. In this case the
dynamic range (ratio between the peak value and minimum
reliably determined concentration) was 5.7e2 (Figure 6). The
resolution of the breakthrough curve tail can be improved
by increasing the tracer mass injected or increasing the
measurement sensitivity. Increasing the injected mass by fac-
tors of 10, 30, and 70 increased the truncation time to tT = 5,
10, and 20, and the dynamic range to 3.7e3, 1.1e4, and 2.9e4.
A dynamic range of 2.9e4 was needed in order to achieve a
tail truncation time of 20, the value we previously found to
appropriately characterize in-stream breakthrough curves
resulting from power law residence time distributions. The
dynamic range needed to achieve tT = 20 will differ based on
stream conditions, including velocity, dispersion, storage
flux, and residence time. The information content of tracer-
injection studies can be maximized by choosing a tracer,
injected mass, and analytical method in order to achieve the
maximum dynamic range for the study. Background con-
centration and variability cannot be controlled, making it
essential to carefully measure background tracer conditions
in the stream. By analyzing tracer concentrations upstream of
the injection site, it is possible to confirm the minimum tracer

value detected reliably above background and therefore the
sensitivity truncation time in the breakthrough curve.

4. Discussion

[16] From the synthesis of tracer-injection studies we
found that the majority of breakthrough curve tails were
truncated due to experimental and/or sensitivity truncation.
Tail estimation in sample data subject to truncation is an
issue in diverse fields including finance [Beirlant and
Guillou, 2001], hydrology [Jawitz, 2004], signal proces-
sing, and sociology [Nuyts, 2010]. Both cases of truncation
for this review are illustrated in Figure 7. Experimental
truncation occurs when sampling is stopped before the form
of the storage residence time distribution can be uniquely
determined from the tracer data (Figure 7a). The vertical
dashed line represents a sampling cut-off time prior to return
to background concentrations. The tracer mass that is not
measured as a result of this truncation is indicated by the
shaded area of the tail. Sensitivity truncation occurs when
the dynamic range is not large enough to adequately char-
acterize the form of the storage residence time distribution
(Figures 7b and 7c). The two main cases of sensitivity
truncation are due to an analytical method sensitivity limit,
i.e., when the tracer background concentration is below the
limit of detection of the instrument, as shown in Figure 7b,
or due to high variability in tracer background concentra-
tions as shown in Figure 7c. In these cases, only the tracer
concentrations above the sensitivity limits are detected, as
indicated by the area shaded in gray under the peak of the
breakthrough curve in Figures 7b and 7c. The unmeasured
mass in the tail of the breakthrough curve due to truncation
leads to an underestimation of the residence times of solute
in storage and thus an overestimation of the biogeochemical
processes that occur when a reactive solute is transported
and reacted within storage areas.
[17] For many tracers, there may be considerable back-

ground concentration that may vary over time due to a
combination of flow fluctuations and variable inputs into the
stream. The background variability of tracer impacts the
estimation of transport parameters [Field, 2011]. In order to
characterize background variability, measurements or samples
should be taken before and throughout the experiment,
upstream of the injection site. In cases where experimental
stream reaches are long, or the conditions at the upstream and
downstream sampling locations are different, this approach
may not work. For this reason, it is also advisable to measure
background concentrations for a day or so before and after the
experiment at the given sampling location. This approach will
provide a good sense of variability in background concentra-
tions. Then by comparing these values to the tracer concen-
tration values, particularly in the tail, it will be clear when the
tracer concentration cannot be distinguished from the back-
ground. Determining the dynamic range is especially impor-
tant when the breakthrough curve has power law tailing with a
logarithmic decrease to the background. Therefore, it is
important to measure the breakthrough curve for a sufficiently
long time until the appropriate residence time distribution can
be chosen to represent stream storage. Experiments should be
designed to maximize dynamic range in order to characterize
the widest possible range of residence times. Experiment
designs that do not consider the possibility of long residence

Figure 6. Noise added to a breakthrough curve. The para-
meters used to generate the continuous time random walk
(CTRW) solute breakthrough curve were u = 0.104 m s!1,
D = 0.45 m s!2, L1 = 5e!5 and 81 = exp ! 1

500t, L2 = 5e!5

and 82 = t ! 1.33 for a power law distribution. A random
noise with a mean of zero and standard deviation of 1e!2

was added to each data point.
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time distributions will artificially limit the range of transport
timescales that can be characterized, leading to incorrect esti-
mates of both transport and reaction parameters in cases where
the underlying transport behavior shows power-law storage
behavior.
[18] Several methods can be used to increase the dynamic

range. The maximum possible tracer mass should be injec-
ted. This is typically limited by factors such as cost, solu-
bility limits in the injectate solution, potential acute toxicity
of the tracer to aquatic fauna, and the need to avoid pro-
ducing significant density differences between the injectate
and the stream. Higher-sensitivity tracers and ones with low
or nil natural background should be preferred. Most notably,
tritium and fluorescent tracers provide much higher dynamic
range than salts. Further, it is always important to account
for analytical error, detection limits, and background tracer
variability. In addition to adequately measuring the tracer
background concentrations, analytical error can be accounted
for with repeat measurements of a sample with known tracer
concentration to determine the noise inherent in the method.
Here it is not sufficient to determine analytical error only on
laboratory standards. Because of the potential for back-
ground variability and interferences between natural water
constituents and analytical methods, standard-additions
should be performed using stream water to determine
effective analytical noise and detection levels under field
conditions. These precautions should be applied to sensors
deployed in situ as well as grab samples analyzed in labora-
tory settings. It should also be noted that dynamic range
decreases from upstream to downstream sampling stations as

the injected tracer mass becomes diluted during downstream
transport.
[19] Sampling of the subsurface and surface storage area

can enhance the injection study results by providing infor-
mation on the solute residence time distribution in these
regions. The observations of tritium concentration in pore
water shown in Figure 4 were needed to confirm the optimal
model choice for analysis of the surface breakthrough curve.
The subsurface data would have been even more important
with further truncation of the in-stream breakthrough curve,
as was observed in the same tracer-injection study at down-
stream sampling sites. Storage increased due to the incorpo-
ration of more hyporheic transport paths with downstream
solute transport, which increased the error in the storage
parameters with distance downstream due to truncation and
insufficient mass-recovery [Wörman and Wachniew, 2007].
[20] It is important to collect sufficient data to choose the

form of storage residence time distribution that will appro-
priately characterize the stream and its storage properties.
Similarly, it is important to consider if truncation has
occurred when choosing the model that will be used to
estimate stream transport parameters. Rates and timescales
of storage inferred from fitting breakthrough curves are
strongly influenced by observation time and sensitivity.
Choosing a tracer with high sensitivity and ensuring high
dynamic range for detection of the tracer above background
noise levels is essential to adequately characterize transport
and tailing behavior. Another issue to consider is sampling
at a far enough distance downstream in order to achieve full
mixing throughout the channel cross-section, meaning the

Figure 7. Illustrations of experimental and sensitivity truncation. (a) Experimental truncation resulting
from cessation of sampling before the form of the breakthrough curve can be determined. (b) Sensitivity
truncation resulting from an analytical sensitivity limit (limit of detection). (c) Sensitivity truncation resulting
from high background variability.
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dispersion coefficient is stationary. A theoretical study
showed that the mixing length required to reach asymptotic
dispersion was 150 stream widths [Wang et al., 2012].
Incomplete mixing over the cross-section also produces
skewed breakthrough curves and nonlinear growth of the
variance [Fischer et al., 1979]. This occurs because solute
within either quicker or slower transport paths remains on
those separate paths due to incomplete mixing, enhancing
the variance of the observations.
[21] We found that a truncation time of tT = 20 was suf-

ficient to characterize power law tailing in breakthrough
curves. However, the appropriate truncation time may vary
based on the storage properties of the stream influenced by
the sediment bed characteristics or geomorphic controls on
solute transport. Even when the experiment design yields
enough information on tailing behavior, choice of an inap-
propriate model formulation can lead to significant under-
estimation of storage timescales. Transient storage models
using advection-dispersion and exponential residence time
distributions (e.g., OTIS) cannot appropriately account for
the full range of residence times often observed in streams
(Figure 5), leading to substantial underestimates of both in-
stream dispersion and hyporheic storage times in systems
that show extended residence time distributions. The only
way to adequately determine when the residence time dis-
tributions are actually thin (i.e., exponential) or heavy-tailed
(i.e., power law) is to track in-stream concentrations down to
the true background or to obtain complementary observa-
tions of solute retention in storage zones. When analytical
error or background variability preclude determination of the
long-term tailing behavior, then it is essential that the trun-
cation time be reported, as this represents the longest time-
scale of transport that is adequately characterized by the
available data. A review of groundwater tracer studies also
found that information needed for a mass transfer model is
lost due to truncation [Haggerty et al., 2004]. Particularly,
groundwater transport characterization was subject to error
at timescales longer than the experimental duration and
model fits were dependent on the experimental conditions.
[22] As demonstrated with experimental data and model

simulations of commonly observed in-stream breakthrough
curves, tail truncation leads to considerable underestimation
of solute residence times. This leads to the incorrect con-
clusion that there is relatively quick turnover of the solute
between surface water and the hyporheic zone that limits the
amount of biogeochemical reactions that may take place.
Without choosing the appropriate form of residence time
distribution, the inverse modeling of breakthrough curves
will not accurately characterize stream transport and reten-
tion. A more flexible model (e.g., CTRW or MRMT) can
help avoid having the model formulation artificially limit the
range of storage timescales. Improved fitting methods can
also be used to better estimate tail parameters [Nuyts, 2010].
If truncation is known to occur then it can be accounted for
as long as the residence time distribution is appropriately
chosen and parameter estimates are constrained using the
data available [Luo et al., 2006]. Even with a power law
distribution of solute in storage, eventually the breakthrough
curve will temper to an exponential decay due to the natural
cut-off time when asymptotic conditions are reached and the
anomalous solute transport behavior transitions to Gaussian.
Thus, a power law residence time distribution without

tempering will slightly overestimate the solute residence
times in storage. A model that incorporates this tempered
behavior has been developed and can be applied if the
natural cut-off timing is known [Dentz et al., 2004;
Meerschaert et al., 2008]. However, in the tracer injection
studies reviewed here experimental or sensitivity truncation
occurred before the natural cut-off and tempering of the
breakthrough curve was observed. Alternatively, non-para-
metric methods have recently been used to derive stream
transport parameters without choosing a model or storage
residence time distribution that artificially truncates the
breakthrough curve tail [Gooseff et al., 2011].
[23] Based on the results presented here, we recommend

the following improvements to the design of tracer-injection
experiments:
[24] 1) Characterize the variability of tracer background

concentrations with periodic in-stream tracer measurements
upstream of the injection location before, during, and after
the experiment. For longer-term experiments measure diel
variation of tracer background concentrations.
[25] 2) Rigorously evaluate the error and detection limit of

the analytical method in order to differentiate between
background variability and instrument error.
[26] 3) Sample at each downstream sampling site for at

least 20 times the mean in-stream travel time after the
injection has ended.
[27] 4) Inject enough tracer mass to achieve a dynamic

range that will not truncate the tail until at least 20 times the
mean travel time after the injection has ended. For example,
a dynamic range of 2.9e4 is needed to characterize a break-
through curve with a power law slope of 1.33.
[28] 5) Statistically evaluate the uncertainty and unique-

ness of model fits.
[29] 6) Report how all transport properties, including

stream velocity and dispersion coefficients were determined,
and the uncertainty in each measurement.
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